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The reviewers have provided some suggestions on how to improve the paper. I would
like to add more to this:

1. Logic of introducing any (new) approach/method is this: first, show the deficiencies
of an existing method; second, introduce the new one; third, compare the new one to
the old one and demonstrate the advantages. The suggested ANN model for weekly
(monthly) RF forecast is purely autoregressive, so a comparison to a traditional autore-
gressive model is required. How does it compare to other traditional RF forecasting
models? I think it is really necessary to provide such comparison.
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2. It is advisable to test yet another model structure with the input data from the last
year: typically a certain month/week is similar to what was observed in the same
week/month in the past. There is enough data to do it. This will move the model
from the class of autoregressive models and may improve the results.

3. It is recommended to explain what will be the use of the suggested ANN-based
predictor.

4. Use of various types ANN in various forecasting problems is not new. It is necessary
to demonstrate the novelty of the suggested method. What does this work bring to
science and how will it improve water management?
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